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  THE UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP OF PETERBOROUGH 

From the folks at Soul Matters 
and Rev. Julie 

Unitarians love to tell journey stories. 
And hear each other’s journey stories.  

It’s a curious thing when you think 
about it. We welcome people to our 
community not by asking them to 
commit to thinking exactly as the 
group does, but by having them speak 
to how their journey is unique. We 
connect to each other not by sharing 
the same journey but by offering each 
person the space to discover the 
unique journey that best fits them. It’s 
about making room for people to write 
their own stories. 

Or maybe it’s about making room for 
people to re-write their stories.  

It’s become popular in our society to 
talk about spiritual journeys as a 
process of living into your full or true 
self. That’s a helpful frame. And yet 
our spiritual journeys do not begin 
with a blank slate; they often begin 
with a need to untangle ourselves 

from the identities we were given but 
which don’t fit, and to begin anew.  

So we have this important awareness 
that spiritual journeys are not simply 
about finding our true selves, but are 
also about untangling from our old 
selves. As Albert Schweitzer once 
wrote: 

“The path of awakening is not about 
becoming who you are. Rather it is 
about unbecoming who you are not.” 

Which implies we must also be 
sensitive to the fact that most spiritual 
journeys begin with a leaving, a 
separation, a decision to walk away. 
The first step is often laced with 
mourning and isolation. 
“Unbecoming” is not easy work.  

This isn’t just a one-time thing. We 
find ourselves routinely tangled up in 
all kinds of identities and journeys that 
aren’t truly ours. “Unbecoming who 
you are not” is a journey we walk 
nearly every day.  

So, being a people of journey involves 
tenderness. Making room for each 

other’s unique stories includes making 
room for each other’s pain. Remember 
that “unbecoming who you are not” 
can involve isolation and mourning. 
Perhaps pitstops of kindness and 
tenderness along our way will be just 
what we need to boldly continue our 
journeys of becoming.  

What does all this mean for us this 
month? Well, first, it’s an important 
reminder that along with being here to 
help each other hold steady and 
persevere on our paths, whether it’s a 
path of becoming or unbecoming. One 
thing is for sure; we are blessed to 
have each other’s company as we 
travel this journey of life. 

With you on the path… 

Rev. Julie 

 

To receive these monthly packets 

by email, sign up to be on UFP’s 

email list. Send a request to 

office@peterboroughunitarian.ca  

WONDERINGS on the theme of JOURNEY 

JOURNEYS 
Monthly Theme “Un-Pack-It” 

 

mailto:office@peterboroughunitarian.ca
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STORIES about JOURNEY 
 
Why Death is Like the Banana Tree  ~ Based on a folk tale from Madagascar 

 

 

 

 

Long, long ago when God made the 
first man and the first woman and 
prepared to put them on the Earth, 
God asked them if they would rather 
die like the moon or like the banana 
tree. 

The man and the woman did not 
understand. They did not know how to 
answer God's question. They 
wondered what it was to die. What 
would it be like to die like a banana 
tree? What would it be like to die like 
the moon? They asked God these 
questions. 

God explained, "The moon dies every 
month. It slowly but surely gets 
smaller and smaller in the sky until it is 
only a tiny silver sliver. But then it is 
reborn and grows bigger every day 
until it is round and full in the sky. 
Every month it is the same—the moon 
grows smaller and then bigger in 
exactly the same way over and over 
again forever." 

The man and the woman thought 
about this. They weren't sure they 
liked the idea of getting smaller and 
smaller until they died, but it was 
reassuring to think they would always 
be born again. 

"What would it be like to die like the 
banana tree?" the woman asked. 

God answered, "The banana tree must 
die. It will never come back. But first it 
puts out green shoots that grow up to 
be a new banana tree. Before dying 
the banana tree helps to create a new 
life. Which one will you choose?" God 
asked. 

The man and woman considered this 
for a very long time. Which should 
they choose? 

They talked about it all night long, 
looking into the sky to watch the 
moon, which was beautiful and full. If 
they chose the moon they would never  

 

 

 

 

die—but life might get 
boring and lonely. They 
would only ever have 
each other for 
company. There would 
be no one else. If they 
chose the banana tree 
they would have 
children to love, but, 
in time, they would 
grow old and die. 

Finally they decided. 
They would rather 
experience the joy 
and miracle of bringing new life 
into the world—even if it meant they 
would not be reborn like the moon. 
They told God they would rather die 
like the banana tree. And so it was that 
the first man and the first woman 
chose love. They had many children 
together, and their children had many 
children. Their children filled their 
hearts and lives with love and joy for 
all of the days of their lives. Finally, 
when they were very old, the time 
came for the first man and the first 
woman to return to the Earth, never to 
come back, just as the banana tree 
does when it dies. Since that time, all 
humans must die and make room for 
new life to grow. 

https://www.uua.org/re/tapestry/childr
en/loveguide/session6/168654.shtml 

 

Be the Boss  ~ a Zen Story  

A horse suddenly came galloping 
quickly down the road. It seemed as 
though the man had somewhere 
important to go. 

Another man, who was standing 
alongside the road, shouted, "Where 
are you going?" and the man on the 
horse replied, 

"I don't know! Ask the horse!" 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEFINITION 
      jour·ney    /ˈjərnē/ 
      noun  

1. a traveling from one place to 
another, usually taking a rather 
long time  

2. a distance, course, or area 
traveled or suitable for traveling   

3. a period of travel 
4. passage or progress from one 

stage to another 

  verb  
1. to make a journey; to travel 

Synonyms: excursion, jaunt, tour | 
roam, rove; peregrinate. 

Journey has its roots in the Old French 
journée, a day's length; a day's work, 
a day’s travel. For instance, a day 
laborer was called a journeyman; we 
write our daily adventures in a journal. 
Looking at life as a journey then, each 
day becomes important.  
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Mystification is simple; clarity is the 
hardest thing of all.             ~ Julian Barnes  

There are few things more powerful 
than a life lived with passionate clarity.  
                                                ~ Erwin McManus 

A journey of a thousand miles begins 
with a single step.                           ~ Lao Tzu 

Whatever you do, or dream you can, 
begin it. Boldness has genius and power 
and magic in it.  
                     ~ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

If you can’t fly, then run, if you 
can’t walk run, then walk, if you 
can’t walk, then crawl, but by all 
means keep moving.  
                   ~ Martin Luther King Jr.  

To dare is to lose one’s footing 
momentarily. To not dare is to 
lose oneself.   
                         ~ Søren Kierkegaard 

The only impossible journey is 
the one you never begin.   
                                    ~ Tony Robbins 

Give me six hours to chop down 
a tree and I will spend the first 
four sharpening the axe.  
                             ~ Abraham Lincoln 

The key to realizing a dream is to focus 
not on success but significance, and then 
even the small steps and little victories 
along your path will take on greater 
meaning.                              ~ Oprah Winfrey  

Success usually comes to those who are 
too busy to be looking for it.   
                                     ~ Henry David Thoreau 

We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, then, is not an act but a 
habit.                                                  ~ Aristotle 

It's time to change the question from 
"Where are you from?" to "Where are 
you going?”                            ~ Chetan Bhatt 

If you can see your path laid out in front 
of you step by step, you know it’s not 
your path. Your own path you make with 
every step you take. That’s why it’s your 
path.                                    ~ Joseph Campbell 

I felt in need of a great pilgrimage, so I 
sat still for three days, and God came to 
me.                                                             ~ Kabir 

In my case Pilgrim’s Progress consisted 
in my having to climb down a thousand 
ladders until I could reach out my hand 
to the little clod of earth that I am.  
                                                             ~ Carl Jung 

The world cannot be discovered by a 
journey of miles, no matter how long, 
but only by a spiritual journey, a journey 
of one inch, very arduous and humbling 
and joyful, by which we arrive at the 
ground at our own feet and learn to be 
at home.                                 ~ Wendell Berry 

Where we had thought to travel 
outward, 
we will come to the center of our own 
existence; 
where we had thought to be alone, 
we shall be with all the world.  
                                              ~ Joseph Campbell 

I don't mind getting lost now and then. 
Maps don't know everything.   
                                                    ~ Ruth Feldman 

Not all those who wander are lost.  
                                                     ~ J.R.R. Tolkien 

When you travel, A new silence 
Goes with you, 
And if you listen, You will hear 
What your heart would Love to say.                                       
                                               ~ John O'Donohue 

Life is not a straight line 
it's a downpour of gifts, please -- 
hold out your hand    ~ Julia Fehrenbacher 

All journeys have a secret destination of 
which the traveler is unaware.   
                                                      ~ Martin Buber 

The desert journey isn’t about 
embarking on a long and arduous 
struggle to find God at the end of the 
road.  Desert spirituality is about looking 
for God right in the very midst of 
wrestling with ourselves.    
                           ~ Christine Valters Paintner 

The path of awakening is not about 
becoming who you are. Rather it is 
about unbecoming who you are not.    
                                            ~ Albert Schweitzer 

The exits were entrances in disguise.   
              ~ Shannon B. 

To get where you 
want to go you 
can’t only do what 
you like.  
     ~ Peter Abrahams 

As always when 
returning from a 
time away, my 
counsel is: don't 
return entirely.   
      ~ Steve Garnaas-  
                        Holmes 

For a long time it 
had seemed to me 

that life was about to begin — real life. 
But there was always some obstacle in 
the way. Something to be got through 
first, some unfinished business, time still 
to be served, a debt to be paid. Then life 
would begin. At last it dawned on me 
that these obstacles were my life.     
                                                  ~Alfred D'Souza 

Do not follow where the path may lead. 
Go instead where there is no path and 
leave a trail.           ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson 

We get lost. The question is not whether 
we will get lost in life, but rather how we 
will move through it in faith. Will we 
dwell on everything that we have lost? 
Or will we focus instead on everything 
that we have yet to find?    
                               ~ Rev. Erik Martínez Resly 

To journey without being changed is to 
be a nomad. 
To change without journeying is to be a 
chameleon. 
To journey and to be transformed by the 
journey is to be a pilgrim.   ~ Mark Nep0lue  

INSPIRATIONS on the theme of JOURNEY 
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Option A: Mapping Your 
Spiritual Journey 

This is an art project…or a graphic 
journaling. Thinking about your life as 
a spiritual journey, consider how it 
would look as a map or a timeline. 
Draw it. Consider where you stopped 
to rest, or where you were detoured. 
Try to remember the important 
milestones. Create some historical 
markers, peak experiences, and rest 
stops along the way.  
Here are some prompts to get you 
started:  
● The First Step - Who or what was 
most responsible for your first 
understanding of life and its meaning?  
● Down the Road of Doubt – When 
and how did cracks appear in what you 
were taught?   
● Partners on Your New Path - What 
mentors helped light and shape your 
path? 
● Your First Spiritual Experience – 
What happened? How does it still 
shape you today?  
● Your First UU Spiritual Experience - 
When was the first time you 
experienced a moment of 
transcendent connection…when you 
felt who you are does not end at the 
barrier of your own skin? 
● The Moment of Institutional 
Commitment – When and in what 
ways have you publicly declare your 
religious/spiritual group identity? 
● The Turn Toward Practice – When 
have your beliefs shifted into a 
spiritual practice that engages and 
grounds your whole self?  
● Today’s Journey - What was your 
most impactful spiritual moment of 
2018? Or of last week?  

Option B: Share Your Journey 
Story 

Whether or not you made a map 
(Option A), consider the prompts 
above and then share at least one 
story from your spiritual journey with a 
friend. Is there something that others 
don’t know about, and even may be 
surprised to learn? Is there some event 
that has profoundly shaped you? Most 
importantly make it something that 
helps to more fully tell the story of 
who you are. 

Be sure to share how that part of your 
journey continues to impact or shape 
you today. Also reflect on how you and 
your faith would be different today if 
that part of your journey hadn’t 
happened. And who knows, as you 
think about that, you might even 
stumble upon some insights that 
surprise you. 

You might come to our April Journeys 
group prepared with a story to share.  

An Additional Resource: Emerging 
Faith: A Unitarian Universalist Journey  
~ Rev. Seth Carrier-Ladd 
https://tinyurl.com/y6fnn2hb 

Option C: Your Journey in Six 
Words 

Larry Smith is passionate about 
helping people share their life 
journeys. He created a website with 
numerous tools and prompts to make 
sharing easier. One prompt turned out 
to be everyone’s favorite: Pair down 
your life journey to six words. It was 
inspired by Ernest Hemingway taking 
up a bar bet to write a novel in 6 
words. Hemingway’s response: “For 
Sale: Baby shoes, never worn.” 
Besides making the telling of your 

journey easier, this six-word challenge 
helps people focus on,  
celebrate and hold on to the essence 
of their stories.  

Take up this haiku-like challenge for 
yourself. Here are some example six-
word journeys and online resources to 
help you on your way:  

- Married by Elvis; divorced by Friday 
- Down for maintenance, be back soon. 
- Threw spaghetti on wall; some stuck. 
- Told to marry rich. Married Richard. 
- We’re the family you gossip about. 
- Tried surfing on a calm day. 
- Sixty. Single. Rich. Call me collect. 
- Wasn’t born a redhead; fixed that. 
- Tore up my own suicide letter. 
- Class clown;Class president; town  
     drunk. 
- No future, no past. Not lost. 
- Life’s GPS keeps saying,   
     recalculating… recalculating. 

Online Resources: 
● The Story of the Six-Word Project: 
Why it worked and why it matters 
https://tinyurl.com/y3lasza7  
● Video Meditation with Inspiring Six-
Word Journeys 
https://tinyurl.com/yxuv75k4  
● Six-Word Story Writing Advice 
https://tinyurl.com/y3zsh5ce  
● Not Quite What I Was Planning: Six-
Word Memoirs by Writers Famous and 
Obscure  ~ Rachel Fershleiser & Larry 
Smith  https://tinyurl.com/y3c9xavw 

PRACTICING JOURNEY  
 

Depth of relationship is not just about doing things together. It’s also 
about sharing our stories. To know each other is to know each other’s 
journeys. And no matter how well we think we know someone, there’s 
always a twist or turn of their life that we’ve never heard about. 

https://tinyurl.com/y3lasza7
https://tinyurl.com/yxuv75k4
https://tinyurl.com/y3zsh5ce
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Option D: Follow Frederick 
Buechner on a Lenten 
Journey…Stories of Becoming 

Lent begins this month for our 
Christian friends. Theologian Frederick 
Buechner offers a wonderful way to 
think about the purpose of Lent by 
sharing some questions that lead us 
into a Lent-inspired journey of our 
own. Consider taking that journey, 
which promises to help you hear 
something not only of who you are, 
but also of what you are becoming. 

“In many cultures there is an ancient 
custom of giving a tenth of each year's 
income to some holy use. For 
Christians, to observe the forty days of 
Lent is to do the same thing with 
roughly a tenth of each year's days. 
After being baptized by John, Jesus 
went off alone into the wilderness, 
where he spent forty days asking 
himself the question what it meant to 
be Jesus. During Lent, then, ask what 
it means to be who you are. 

When you look at your face in the 
mirror, what do you see in it that you 
most like and what do you see in it that 
you most deplore? 

If you had only one last message to 
leave to the handful of people who are 
most important to you, what would it 
be in twenty-five words or less? 

Of all the things you have done in your 
life, which is the one you would most 
like to undo? Which is the one that 
makes you happiest to remember? 

Is there any person in the world or any 
cause that, if circumstances called for it, 
you would be willing to die for?  

If this were the last day of your life, 
what would you do with it?   

To hear yourself try to answer 
questions like these is to begin to hear 
something, not only of who you are, 
but of both what you are becoming 
and what you are failing to become. It 
can be a pretty depressing business all 
in all, but if sackcloth and ashes are at 
the start of it, something like Easter 
may be at the end.” 

~ Frederick Buechner, from Whistling 
in the Dark and later in Beyond Words 

 
QUESTIONS for 

REFLECTION on the 
theme of JOURNEY 

As always, pick the question(s) that 
speaks to you most and let it guide 
you. The goal is to figure out what 
being a part of a community of journey 
means for you. So, which question is 
calling to you? Which one contains 
your “journey work”?  

1. How would you describe the current 
leg of your journey?  

Taking the first step? Down an alley? 
Climbing a hill? Sauntering? Lost? 
Hitchhiking it? Running on empty? 
Hoping that a rest area comes soon? 

Waiting for GPS to recalibrate? Off the 
map? Thankful for the carpool? 
Standing at a fork in the road?  

2. What friend has walked your 
journey with you the longest? How 
would you articulate the unique gift of 
long friendships? 

3. What is the most important thing 
you’ve told your kids to pack for their 
journey? 

4. Whose journey do you wish wasn’t 
cut short? Who do you wish was still 
on the road with you? What treasures 
or clues have they left behind for you? 

5. In what genre is the story of your 
journey told? Adventure? Mystery? 
Fiction? 

6. What is the most important thing 
you’ve learned about getting lost? 

7. Whose journey needs your help? 
Who can’t quite make their next step 
alone? 

8. Are you close or far from home? 

9. What if someone asked you "Where 
are you going?” instead of "Where are 
you from?"  

10. Does your path contain more 
‘becoming who you really are’ or 
‘unbecoming who you are not?’ 

11. What has been your favorite twist 
or turn on the road? 

12. What’s your journey question? 
Maybe your question is waiting in one 
of the “inspirations” in this packet. 
Consider looking there!   

TABLE GRACE on JOURNEY 

We Imagine a World (with thanks to D. Scott Cooper) 

We bow our heads in order to imagine not this world,  
but one in which all people are fed and have food security.  

May we be an active presence along that path toward such a world. 

We imagine a world in which we know our neighbours and share meals together. 
May we build a whole community of connections.  

We imagine a world of where all find companionship.  
May we take one another’s hands as we walk that path toward community. 

As we imagine this world, and join our hearts in gratitude for the meal we are about 
to share, may the road we travel lead toward justice for all. 

With food in our bellies, may we daily travel with love in our hearts. Amen. 
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MUSIC 

Music is often the key to opening us 
up. Which song is calling to you?  And 
if none of these speak to you, go on a 
search for your own “journey song.” 

Carolina in My Mind  ~ James Taylor  
https://tinyurl.com/jhd2hjs 

The Circle of Life - from the Lion King 
https://tinyurl.com/mrs9pnx 

Come and Go with Me   STJ #1018 
https://tinyurl.com/y5vej2n3 

Come Sail Away   ~ Styx  
https://tinyurl.com/cbneutm 

Everyday is a Winding Road  ~ 
Cheryl Crow   
https://tinyurl.com/a78kk99 

Graceland   ~ Paul Simon  
https://tinyurl.com/y9alervv 

I Still Haven't Found What I'm 
Looking For ~ U2 (live) 
https://tinyurl.com/y26etegg  

If You Miss the Train I'm On - 500 
Miles    ~ Peter, Paul and Mary 
https://tinyurl.com/y3j3zyh4 

I'm Gonna Walk It with You   
              ~ Brian Claflin and Ellie Grace 
https://tinyurl.com/zynxrbn 

Loving Home  ~ Kim Churchill 
https://tinyurl.com/y3dcau8l  

On the Road Again  ~ Willie Nelson  
https://tinyurl.com/oa8fj3n 

Take Me Home, Country Roads ~ John 
Denver  https://tinyurl.com/y3fewvhh 

Wayfaring Stranger   ~Rhiannon 
Giddens  https://tinyurl.com/y6fpw9vb  

Woyaya    STJ #1020 
Osibisa: https://tinyurl.com/y623jrsc 
Art Garfunkel: https://tinyurl.com/y3bkdol5 

More “Journey Songs” are found on the 
March Soul Matters Spotify playlist. 
https://tinyurl.com/y5r7vv8k  You can also     
explore the playlists from other months. 
https://tinyurl.com/y89r48wb  

MOVIES 

The Fountain (2006/PG-13) – A  
scientist struggles with mortality, 
desperately searching for the 
medical breakthrough that will save 
the life of his cancer-stricken wife.  

Fly Away Home (1996/PG) - A father 
and daughter decide to attempt to 
lead a flock of orphaned Canada 
Geese south by air. 

Garden State (2004/15) - A troubled 
young man returns home for his 
mother's funeral after being 
estranged from his family for a 
decade. 

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy (2005/PG) – Mere seconds 
before the Earth is to be demolished 
by an alien construction crew, 
journeyman Arthur Dent is swept off 
the planet.  

Into the Wild (2007/15) – Freshly 
graduated from college with a 
promising and traditional future 
ahead, a young man walks out of his 
privileged life and into the wild. 

Lady Bird (2017/15) – The journey of 
adolescence, and the journey of a 
daughter and mother’s relationship.   

Selma (2014/12A) - Chronicles Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 1965 
campaign to secure equal voting 
rights via an epic march from Selma 
to Montgomery, Alabama. 

Strangers in Good Company (1990) - 
A busload of women become 
stranded in an isolated part of the 
Canadian countryside. As they await 
rescue, they reflect on their lives. 

Traces of the Trade – A woman 
invites her living relatives on a 
journey to learn about her slave-
trading family roots.  
https://tinyurl.com/y6be2z95 

The Trip to Bountiful (1985) - In 
1940s Texas, an elderly woman is 

RESOURCES on JOURNEY 
 

CHILDREN’S BOOKS on 
JOURNEY 

 

The Conference of the Birds   
                                    ~ Alexis York Lumbard  

Edgar: The Mouse Who Left Behind his 
Field and Discovered the Ocean   
                                          ~ Ruth van Vierzen 

Feathers                            ~ Phil Cummings 

Following Papa's Song   
                                              ~ Gianna Marino 

Furthermore  (Young Readers) 
                                                  ~ Tahereh Mafi   

Grandfather’s Journey          ~ Allen Say  

Henry Hikes to Fitchburg  
                                                ~ D.B. Johnson 

Journey                               ~ Aaron Becker  

The Journey of the Noble Gnarble  
                                                 ~ Daniel Errico 
https://tinyurl.com/yz6zad2  

The Knowing Book  
                                    ~ Rebecca Kai Dotlich  

Little Blue Chair                   ~ Cary Fagan 

Lost and Found Cat: The True Story of 
Kunkush's Incredible Journey  
                 ~ Doug Kuntz and Amy Shrodes 

Me on the Map                 ~ Joan Sweeney  

The North Star          ~ Peter H. Reyholds 

Old Turtle: Questions of the Heart   
                                              ~ Douglas Wood 

The Quiltmaker’s Journey  
                                               ~Jeff Brumbeau 

South                                  ~ Daniel Duncan  

Stepping Stones: a Refugee Family's 
Journey                              ~ Margriet Ruurs  

Swimmy                                     ~ Leo Leonni 

Teacup                               ~ Rebecca Young 

The Velveteen Rabbit    ~ Margery  
                  Williams and William Nicholson 

Two White Rabbits         ~ Jairo Buitrago 

We March                       ~ Shane W. Evans 

https://tinyurl.com/cbneutm
https://tinyurl.com/y26etegg
https://tinyurl.com/y3dcau8l
https://tinyurl.com/oa8fj3n
https://tinyurl.com/y6fpw9vb
https://tinyurl.com/y3bkdol5
https://tinyurl.com/y5r7vv8k
https://tinyurl.com/y89r48wb
https://tinyurl.com/yz6zad2
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determined to visit her childhood 
home for one last time. 

The Way (2010/12A) – A father goes 
to recover the body of his estranged 
son who died while traveling the “El 
Camino de Santiago” and decides to 
take the pilgrimage himself. 

Wild (2014/15) – One woman’s 1,100-
mile solo hike undertaken to recover 
from tragedy. 

You Can Count on Me (2000/15) – A 
sister’s life is turned upside down 
when her younger brother returns to 
town. A journey home, and a journey 
of returning to connection. 

 

BOOKS 

Becoming  ~ Michelle Obama | In this 
memoir, Obama reflects on the 
experiences that shaped her. 

Everything Is Illuminated  ~ 
Jonathan Safran Foer | Tells the story 
of a young Jewish American's 
quixotic journey into an unexpected 
past. 

The Song of Achilles  ~ Madeline 
Miller 
Unique retelling of the legend of 
Achilles and the Trojan War. A tale of 
gods, kings, immortal fame, action-
packed adventure, and the human 
heart. 

The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold 
Fry          
~ Rachel Joyce  | Harold intends a 
quick walk to the corner mailbox to 

post his reply but instead, becomes 
convinced he must deliver his 
message in person -- 600 miles 
away. 

Wanderlust: A History of Walking   
 ~ Rebecca Solnit | A portrait of the 
range of possibilities presented by 
walking…for pleasure as well as for 
political, aesthetic, and social 
meaning. Focuses on the walkers 
whose acts have shaped our culture. 

The Warmth of Other Suns: The 
Epic Story of America's Great 
Migration 
~ Isabel Wilkerson | Chronicles the 
decades-long migration of black 
citizens who fled the Southern US 
for northern and western cities, in 
search of a better life. 

Wild: From Lost to Found on the 
Pacific Crest Trail   ~ Cheryl Strayed 
Captures the terrors and pleasures of 
one young woman forging ahead 
against all odds on a journey that 
maddened, strengthened, and 
ultimately healed her. 

Wisdom Walking: Pilgrimage as a 
Way of Life ~ Gil Stafford 
Mines the golden wisdom hidden 
within our pilgrimage experience. 

ON THE WEB  

An Audio Journey Into a Rainforest 
Quiet is a "think tank of the soul." 
https://tinyurl.com/y6q7xqfh  

Articles:  

11 Guideposts for Loving Your Path  
                                           ~ Paolo Coelho 
https://tinyurl.com/y6ggvaxz  

Dear Courtney: Our Shared Journey 
Toward Imperfect Wholeness   
~ Parker J. Palmer | On women, men, 
and the paths we walk. 

https://tinyurl.com/yxa4c6kd 

How to Embark on a Spiritual 
Journey                     
~ Mary Jaksch | Every true spiritual 
journey is a quest.  
https://tinyurl.com/y5bawdec 

My Journey as a Unitarian 
Universalist  ~ Marissa Gutierrez-
Vicario | “My journey as a Unitarian 
Universalist has not been a 
straightforward one. It has had its 
ups and downs, to say the least. 
Perhaps it is more accurate to 
consider it as a path of sharp curves 
and broken trails…” 
https://tinyurl.com/yxtr856m  

Remember the Forced March of the 
Dakota in 1862 
https://tinyurl.com/y64hnlqx 

The Journey of Transformation  
 ~ Jim Marsden | Transformational 
change occurs when our 
foundational understanding of 
ourselves and the world around us 
significantly shifts.  
https://onbeing.org/blog/the-
journey-of-transformation/  

The Loving Generation - Coming of 
Age | The journey of adolescence for 
biracial youth. 
https://tinyurl.com/y62m8pld  

What Was the 2nd Middle Passage? 
https://tinyurl.com/y4hen3lf 

CHALICE LIGHTING on JOURNEY 

The End Is the Beginning  
~ Katie Gelfand  

 
We call forth the life of our faith by 

igniting our chalice. 
This spark of new beginnings invites 

us into a sacred space 
to reflect where we have been and 

where we are going. 
Even knowing that this particular 

flame will intentionally end 
with our ritual extinguishing, we 

fear not its end… 
For we know, with brave hearts, 

that from every ending of our lives, 
We are sent forth to make a new 

beginning. 

https://tinyurl.com/y6q7xqfh
https://tinyurl.com/y6ggvaxz
https://tinyurl.com/yxtr856m
https://onbeing.org/blog/the-journey-of-transformation/
https://onbeing.org/blog/the-journey-of-transformation/
https://tinyurl.com/y62m8pld
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When Leaving Becomes Arriving   
 ~ Maria Popova | A reflection on the 
work of David Whyte and Mary 
Oliver  https://tinyurl.com/y5jx9vfz 

Videos  

A Lyrical Bridge Between Past, 
Present and Future - TED Talk  ~ 
David Whyte | On the journey among 
the past, present and future, sharing 
two poems inspired by his niece's 
hike along El Camino de Santiago de 
Compostela in Spain. 
https://tinyurl.com/y7su4x9p 

Bold & Untold (for Women’s History 
Month) | “The badass women in 
history you never knew about—until 
now” https://tinyurl.com/y6eougy6 

David Whyte reads and reflects on 
Mary Oliver's The Journey | An audio 
meditation on the journey of leaving 
your life to save your life and finding 
your new voice. A reminder that 
sometimes leaving is an arrival. 
https://tinyurl.com/y2paqx6s  

 

Love after Love  ~ Derek 
Walcott 
Two readings of this poem 
that is a celebration of arrival 
and a reminder that the 
most important journey is 
that of “giving back your 
heart to itself.”  

https://tinyurl.com/y4fsdvcq 
https://tinyurl.com/y5flmy4t 

The Hero’s Journey: Shots of Awe  ~ 
Jason Silva | Make a masterpiece of 
your life. Make the journey of your 
life one that you would gladly live 
again and again... 
https://tinyurl.com/y43opdp3 

The Hero’s Journey  ~ Joseph 
Campbell |  “This quick summary of 
The Hero's Journey (Original concept 
by Joseph Campbell) is based on the 
Christopher Vogler adaption of the 
hero's 12 stages. 
https://tinyurl.com/y7bhbhqe 

What Makes a Hero ~ Matthew 
Winkler https://tinyurl.com/msx6heb 

Where is Home? - TED Talk  ~ Pico 
Iyer | On the joy of traveling and the 
serenity of standing still. 
https://tinyurl.com/puubl9j  

Wilderness Journey  ~ Ron Cordes 
The struggle for black 
empowerment and racial justice 
within the Unitarian Universalist 
Association (1967-1970) 
https://tinyurl.com/y3x2wcjt 

 

Podcasts 

Spirituality of Imagination  ~ Martin 
Sheen | You know how so often 
people say they go on this journey — 
and I said it too, that I’m looking for 
God.  https://tinyurl.com/yywjolwx 

The Alchemy of Pilgrimage  ~ Paulo 
Coelho | Life, love, writing, and 
reading are all a pilgrimage.  
https://onbeing.org/programs/paulo-
coelho-the-alchemy-of-pilgrimage/

  

 WHO CREATES THESE PACKETS?  

We subscribe to “Soul Matters,” a 
Unitarian Universalist resource. Rev. 
Julie compiles each packet using those 
resources combined with many others. 
Contributions are always welcome!  
Service Leaders and Covenant Group 
facilitators work with Rev. Julie to 
incorporate the theme into our 
programming & Sunday Services.  Would 
you like to share your talents and ideas? 
April’s theme is WHOLENESS. 

T h e  U n i t a r i a n  F e l l o w s h i p  o f  P e t e r b o r o u g h   

S u n d a y  S e r v i c e s  @  1 0 a m  @  7 7 5  W e l l e r  S t  

w w w . p e t e r b o r o u g h u n i t a r i a n . c a  

o f f i c e @ p e t e r b o r o u g h u n i t a r i a n . c a  

7 0 5 - 7 4 1 - 0 9 6 8  

 

ONE LAST PRACTICE: Find Your 
Journey in these Resources 

 
Our recommended resources are full 
of wisdom about what it means to be 
a person of journey. Engaging these 
resources and finding the one that 
especially speaks to you is a spiritual 
practice in and of itself. 

Set aside some regular time 
throughout a week to go through 
them and meditate on them. Find 
the ones that most expand or deepen 
your understanding of journey. Carry 
it with you or pin it up so you can 
continue to reflect on it throughout 
the month. 

https://tinyurl.com/y5jx9vfz
https://tinyurl.com/y2paqx6s
https://tinyurl.com/puubl9j
https://onbeing.org/programs/paulo-coelho-the-alchemy-of-pilgrimage/
https://onbeing.org/programs/paulo-coelho-the-alchemy-of-pilgrimage/
http://www.peterboroughunitarian.ca/
mailto:office@peterboroughunitarian.ca

